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Abstract

The crucial role that slip events emitted from free surfaces play in the overall plasticity and strength of low-dimensional crys-
tals such as metallic nanowires (NWs) is well documented; however, the influences of stacking fault energy (SFE) and sample
diameter on these local deformation processes are not clearly established. Experimental characterization by nanomechanical bend-
ing or tensile testing of NWs, in particular, may not be applicable to NWs made of different metals or exhibiting non-uniform
dimensions. In this study, atomic force microscopy nanoindentation is used to probe the local plastic behavior and hardness
properties of electrodeposited bimetallic Ni–Au NWs ranging from 60 to 358 nm in diameter and fixed on functionalized-glass
substrates. Hardness measurements in individual NW segments are found to be larger in Ni than in Au owing to the difference
in SFE and shear modulus between these two metals. However, the characteristic length scale associated with indentation size
effects is shown to be material independent and directly linked to the NW diameter. Atomistic study of deformation mechanisms
in single-crystalline NWs by molecular dynamics simulations further confirms that the interaction mechanisms between newly
emitted dislocations and free surfaces are fundamentally different between Ni NWs and Au NWs during nanoindentation. By
decoupling the intrinsic diameter dependence from indentation size effects in the hardness of bimetallic Ni–Au NWs, we find
a marked reduction in size effects with a power-law scaling exponent of n = 0.18 during the incipient yielding of pristine
NWs, in contrast to n = 0.8 in plastically pre-strained NWs.
� 2013 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, a large number of applications
employing single-crystalline nanowires (NWs) have been
realized for storage [1,2], sensors [3–6], gene therapy [7]
and self-assembled devices [8]. Progress in NW synthesis
has made possible the design of heterojunctions with two
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or more metals in a variety of motifs such as core–shell,
crown-jewel and barcoded NWs, lending themselves for
breakthroughs in catalysis [9], immunoassays [10] and opti-
cal tags [11]. Likewise, bimetallic or striped NWs have been
of particular interest as multiplexing detection systems
[12,13].

It is well established that the functional properties of
low-dimensional metallic materials are strongly size
dependent, e.g. the absorption of light by Au nanopar-
ticles [14]; however, gaining a fundamental understand-
ing of the size effects in plastic deformation of
geometrically confined metals remains an important
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challenge. Surface-mediated dislocation nucleation has
been shown to govern the plasticity in ultrathin metallic
NWs in computer simulations [15–24] and nanoscale
experiments [25–31]. Past atomistic simulation studies
have predicted that surface-mediated plasticity is gener-
ally localized and strongly dependent on the NW
diameter [32,33], the surface morphology [18,34,35]
and the stacking fault energy (SFE) curve [36,37]. Yet,
these simulations rely on semi-empirical interatomic
potentials, whereas direct experimental evidence of
SFE and size effects on surface dislocation dynamics
in NWs remains limited.

Furthermore, significant advances have been made in
mechanical testing of low-dimensional nanostructures,
such as nanomechanical tensile testing [28,38–45], nano-
column compression [46–50] and NW bending [51–53].
Although these techniques are useful to gain quantita-
tive insight into the mechanical behavior of single-crys-
talline NWs, they are not well suited for charac
terization of mechanical properties in NWs with differ-
ent metals, such as bimetallic NWs, or exhibiting non-
uniform dimensions. Conversely, nanoindentation [54],
which has been used extensively to investigate size-
dependent plasticity in metallic thin films [55–58] and
other patterned quasi-one-dimensional metals [59–63],
offers a unique advantage for characterization of bime-
tallic NWs by enabling local measures of plastic behav-
ior in reduced specimen areas. However, nanoin
dentation of crystalline metals notoriously gives rise to
indentation size effects (ISEs) [64] that make intrinsic
sample size effects more difficult to analyze in metallic
NW studies. Furthermore, there is a growing body of
evidence confirming that hardness properties are diame-
ter dependent in metallic NWs and nanopillars [65–67],
though the role of SFE on underlying plasticity mecha-
nisms is still not fully understood.

This study presents a successful attempt to decouple ISE
and diameter effects in the hardness and plasticity of elec-
trodeposited bimetallic NWs by pairing AFM nanoinden-
tation experiments with atomistic simulations. Our
combined experimental–atomistic simulation approach is
deployed to examine the role of SFE in bimetallic NWs
varying between 60 and 358 nm in diameter and con-
structed with segments of Ni and Au, two face-centered
cubic (fcc) metals with very different stacking fault ener-
gies, 124 and 42 mJ m�2, respectively [36]. Details of the
methods are provided in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
structure of electrodeposited bimetallic Ni–Au NWs and
the hardness of individual NW segments as a function of
contact depth and NW diameter. This section also presents
the results of atomistic simulations aimed at understanding
the effects of crystal orientation and SFE on slip activity in
single-crystalline Ni and Au NWs subjected to AFM nan-
oindentation. The influence of SFE and plastic straining on
size effects in bimetallic Ni–Au NWs is discussed in
Section 4.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Nanowire fabrication

Bimetallic NWs containing two Ni–Au heterojunctions
were created by electrodeposition into the pores of an
anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) sacrificial template using
a previously published method [68]. 50 lm thick AAO
membranes with nominal pore sizes of 200 nm, 100 nm
(Whatman plc, Maidstone, UK) and 55 nm (Synkera Tech-
nologies, Inc., Longmont, CO) were used in this study. An
electrode was formed by sputter coating of a thin Au layer
(<100 nm) on the membrane side exhibiting the smallest
pore size (we note here that the pore shape in these mem-
branes was found to be slightly conical). Ni segments were
obtained with a standard Watts bath (Transene, Danvers,
CO) at 55 �C against a 99.995% pure Ni electrode (Alfa
Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) at a voltage of �1 V. These condi-
tions were found to produce single-crystalline NWs in the
existing literature [69]. After Ni deposition, the template
was immersed in a deionized (DI) water solution at room
temperature, followed by several DI water rinses to wash
away the electrolyte solution. A commercially available
Au plating solution, Orotemp-24 (Technic, Inc., Cranston,
RI), was used as a bath for deposition of Au segments. A
platinized titanium mesh (Rolling Thunder Pyrotechnics,
Rhinelander, WI) was used as anode with a deposition
voltage of �0.7 V [68]. Following this step, the template
was again rinsed several times and placed back into the
Watts bath under the conditions described above, with care
taken to not overplate the template. The times of electrode-
position were equal to 20 and 45 min for Ni and Au seg-
ments, respectively. Pure Ni NWs were also made to
serve as a control.

The NWs were freed by dissolving the template in 25%
sodium hydroxide (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA). The pre-
cipitate was collected at the bottom of a vial placed on
top of a magnet, and washed several times with DI water
followed by several washes in ethanol. The NWs were sub-
sequently stored in pure ethanol. The NWs were character-
ized by tapping-mode topographical atomic force
microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using either secondary or backscattered electron imaging,
and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) patterns were also acquired with a Rigaku
MiniFlex II using a Cu Ka radiation. XRD was performed
both on bimetallic NWs left in an AAO template, which
had been partially etched to expose the NW tips, and on
NWs released from the template and dispersed on a flat
amorphous substrate to produce powder XRD patterns.

2.2. AFM nanoindentation

Pure Ni NWs were drop-casted on a Si (111) wafer and
aligned with a magnet before being allowed to dry in air.
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Bimetallic NWs were drop-casted on an amino-silanized
glass (Sigma–Aldrich, St Louis, MO), taking advantage
of the amine–aurophilic [70] interaction (Fig. 1a) to miti-
gate the possibility of the NW rolling away upon scanning
or indentation. Quantitative hardness measurements were
carried using a universal scanning probe microscope with
a XYZ closed-loop scanner (Quesant, Santa Cruz, CA).
Following the manufacturer’s calibration procedure, posi-
tioning precisions of 6.5, 9.6 and 0.1 nm were measured
along the X, Y and Z directions, respectively, for a maxi-
mum XY scan size of 40 � 40 lm2 and a vertical Z range
of 6.11 lm. The atomic force microscope was fitted with
a cube-corner diamond probe glued on a sapphire AFM
cantilever (both the cantilever and the tip were assembled
by Micro Star Technologies, Huntsville, TX). The cube-
corner tip was scanned over a TGT1 grating with sharp sil-
icon spikes in order to obtain a three-dimensional (3-D)
image of the tip. Using the tip identification package in
the software SPIP, it was determined from this 3-D image
that the tip apex was 74.5 nm in radius with an half angle
of 44.8�. The 3-D image was also used to fit an area
Fig. 1. AFM nanoindentation of bimetallic Ni–Au NWs. (a) Schematic of
experimental nanoindentation setup showing a bimetallic NW with Au
segment fixed to an amino-functionalized glass slide. Inset on the right-
hand side shows a 3-D AFM image of the indenter tip obtained by
scanning on a TGT1 Si grating. Illustration of NW cross-section (b)
showing regions of acceptable and unacceptable indentations and (c)
during deformation up to a contact depth hc.
function associated with the diamond probe, Ac = f(hc),
where hc is the distance for the tip apex, i.e. equivalent to
the contact depth in the following, and f is a second-order
polynomial function. The cantilever spring constant was
found equal to k = 906.4 N m�1 by linear elastic finite-ele-
ment analysis [71]. The force–voltage relation was cali-
brated before each new nanoindentation series by using
the force-matching method [71] with a polished fused-
quartz substrate. Extreme care was taken to ensure that
there was no movement of the laser and detector in the
AFM head when exchanging the calibration standard for
the specimens covered by NWs.

A schematic of the AFM nanoindentation setup devel-
oped in this study is shown in Fig. 1a. The nanoindentation
procedure on NWs was carried out as follows. The substrate
was scanned with a rate between 0.5 and 0.75 Hz at a resolu-
tion of 300 lines. After locating a single NW, a 2 lm � 2 lm
scan was performed on an area of interest such that the sym-
metry axis of the cube-corner diamond probe was parallel to
the NW axis. The AFM was then allowed to rest for at least
10 min, after which the area was scanned again to ensure that
no significant creep effect was present. The bare substrate
and the NW were indented subsequently by displacing the
piezo-scanner toward the diamond tip at a constant rate of
1 lm s�1, leading to a loading rate of �10 lN s�1, until a
desired force was attained. In this study, the maximum
applied force for nanoindentation Fmax varied between 15
and 40 lN. Each indentation was ideally performed at the
maximum height of the NW shown on the AFM scan
(Fig. 1b). However, slight offsets as far as 30� from the NW
apex were found to be acceptable in measuring the contact
depth hc. Here, hc corresponds to the residual depth obtained
by post-indentation AFM imaging after the diamond probe
was withdrawn, and was determined by measuring the height
difference across the indentation with the grain measurement
analysis in the software Gwyddion [72] (Fig. 1c). We
assumed that the difference between contact depth and resid-
ual depth was negligible for shallow indentations [71]. The
contact area Ac was calculated using the measured hc value,
and the local hardness H was obtained from the equation:

H ¼ F max

Ac
: ð1Þ

It is worth noting that using the value of hc to calculate
Ac is valid, despite any differences in the geometry of the
plastic indent (Fig. 3b and e) [71].

2.3. Molecular dynamics simulation

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of plastic defor-
mation in fcc NWs deformed by nanoindentation were per-
formed with the software LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) following the
methodology in Ref. [65]. All atomistic models were single
crystalline with a perfect circular cross-section and no
heterojunction. The diameter and length of the NW were
30 and 40 nm, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions
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were applied along the NW axis. We made use of the
embedded-atom-method (EAM) interatomic potentials
formulated by Mishin et al. [73] and Grochola et al. [74]
to simulate Ni and Au atoms, respectively, because their
parameters have been fitted on ab initio data to predict
stacking-fault and surface energies accurately, compared
to experimental data [36]. As shown below, experimental
NWs were preferentially grown with either a [11 1] or
[001] axis, which also represented the axes considered in
our atomistic models. For [11 1]-oriented NWs, models
with five different NW tilt angles varying from 0� to 60�
with respect to the ½1 1 �2� crystallographic direction were
investigated. The crystal orientations of 0�-tilt NWs were
the same as in Ref. [65], i.e. x ¼ ½�1 1 0�, y ¼ ½1 1 �2� and
z = [11 1], where y is the loading direction and z is the
direction parallel to the NW axis. For [001]-oriented
NWs, the crystal orientations were fixed with no tilt rota-
tion, and equal to x = [100], y = [010] and z = [001].
The tip was simulated by exerting a spherical repulsive
force on each surface atom with a force constant of
10 N m�2. A tip radius of 9 nm was chosen to approxi-
mately match the ratio of tip radius over NW diameter
used in experiments, �0.3. The tip surface was positioned
at 0.2 nm from the NW surface at the start of simulation,
and moved toward the wire at a rate of 1 m s�1. Before
deformation, the NWs were relaxed with an energy minimi-
zation at 0 K using a conjugate gradient algorithm, fol-
lowed by a zero-force relaxation at 300 K for 50 ps using
constant number of particles, volume and pressure (NPT)
through a Nosé–Hoover thermostat. Indentation was per-
formed at 300 K with constant number of particles, volume
and temperature (NVT). The time step was 5 fs. The bot-
tom two atom layers were constrained by zeroing out
atomic forces and velocities in all directions in order to pre-
vent the wire from rolling and sliding. The simulations
were run for 2 ns (400,000 steps), resulting in a contact
depth of 1.8 nm. Visualization of atomic-scale deformation
was performed by using the local crystal structure analysis
of Ackland and Jones [75]. In the following, all atoms in fcc
arrangement are omitted for clarity. The nanohardness in
the simulation was calculated from the mean contact
pressure pm, defined as:

pm ¼
P
Ap
; ð2Þ

where P is the total force applied parallel to the loading
direction, and Ap is the projected contact area calculated
from atomic positions using the method described in
Ref. [76].

3. Results

3.1. Nanowire characterization

The bimetallic NWs synthesized in this study were found
to be between 16 and 18 lm long, with some areas of
branches or irregular diameters due to imperfect pores in
the template, as shown in Fig. 2a. Backscattered electron
SEM imaging revealed brighter sections in the middle of
the NWs compared to the ends, which made it possible
to identify Au segments of �6 lm in length sandwiched
between two Ni segments of equivalent size.

The XRD pattern of vertically aligned bimetallic NWs
embedded in the sacrificial template is shown in Fig. 2b.
This spectrum displays strong Au(1 11) and Au(2 00)
reflections, a moderate Ni(200) reflection and a weak
Ni(220) reflection. The powder XRD pattern of freed
NWs (not shown) revealed a lack of Ni(200) reflection at
51.8�, which conversely points to Ni segments with a pref-
erential (200) growth direction. It is also important to note
that the Au(2 00) and Ni(111) reflections are close in the-
ory at 2h = 44.38� and 44.5�, respectively, and thus could
likely overlap in our spectrum. Therefore, this analysis sug-
gests that the NW segments were single crystalline with a
preferential growth parallel to either [11 1] or [001] crystal-
lographic directions in both Au and Ni segments. However,
we remained cautious that other NW orientations may
have been possible in AFM nanoindentation of individual
NW segments, because their crystal structure could not be
directly ascertained by AFM imaging.

Furthermore, we observed that NWs released from the
template exhibited several bent Au segments (Fig. 2c),
possibly due to the NWs being placed in an ultrasonic
cleaner to break up any cluster, or to the drop-casting
of the NWs on the substrate. In addition, a few Au seg-
ments were also found to be broken near the Ni–Au het-
erojunction. The EDS analysis confirmed that
heterojunctions were clearly defined, as shown in inset
of Fig. 2c, with little mixing of metals across the
Ni–Au interfaces (Fig. 2d).

3.2. Experimental hardness

A total of 41 individual indentations were performed
including seven indents on pure Ni NWs with three NWs
each being indented one time and one NW being indented
four times with each indent no closer than 1 lm. The
remaining indents were obtained across different bimetallic
NWs. A single bimetallic NW was typically indented at
each end and in the middle to capture the plastic response
of both metals. Because of the deposition motif, indents
near the ends were most likely, though not necessarily,
Ni. Identification of the metal was therefore verified using
other factors: the indent appearance, the local hardness,
and the shape of the loading and unloading curves, as
explained below. Of the 34 indents performed on bimetallic
materials, 24 were identified to be from Au segments. Fig. 3
presents the representative AFM images of indentations in
Au and Ni segments obtained with the same applied force,
�35 lN. The corresponding height profiles in Fig. 3c and f
show that permanent deformation and pile-ups near the
indents were more clearly visible in Au segments than in
Ni ones. This result was found to be in line with the shape
of the loading–unloading curves in Fig. 3g, showing that a



Fig. 2. Bimetallic Ni–Au NWs obtained by template-assisted electrodeposition. (a) Backscattered-electron SEM image of a bimetallic NW bundle. (b)
XRD pattern of electrodeposited bimetallic NWs inside the sacrificial AAO template. (c) STEM image of Ni and Au segments. Arrow points to a bent Au
segment deformed during synthesis. Inset: Close-up view of a Ni–Au heterojunction. (d) EDS profiles for Ni and Au atom content showing no significant
atomic diffusion at the Ni–Au interface.
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larger plastic work was dissipated in Au segments than in
Ni segments.

All hardness measurements from this work are pre-
sented in Fig. 4a as a function of the contact depth hc nor-
malized by the local diameter measured at the indentation
site (Fig. 1b). We found that Au segments had an average
hardness of 2.84 GPa with a standard deviation of
±0.68 GPa for indentation forces of between 17.1 and
39.27 lN. In contrast, Ni segments proved to be much
harder with an average hardness of 12.57 GPa; however,
Fig. 4 also shows a larger standard deviation ±4.91 GPa
for a similar range of forces. This finding suggested a differ-
ence in size effects between Ni and Au NW segments,
although it was not clear at this stage of analysis whether
this difference resulted from extrinsic ISE or intrinsic diam-
eter effects.

Moreover, Fig. 5 presents the effect of material aging on
the nanohardness of Ni NW segments over the course of
several years. This figure clearly shows that the hardness
was not sensitive to aging. Hence these experimental results
ruled out the hypothesis that the nanoindentation of Ni
segments was influenced by the growth of an oxide shell,
if any. This also confirms that the structure of the bimetal-
lic Ni–Au NWs was very stable.

3.3. Atomistic simulations of deformation processes and

hardness

Atomistic snapshots of the dislocation dynamics during
the nanoindentation of single-crystalline [11 1]-oriented Ni
and Au NWs are shown in Fig. 6. The force–displacement
curves corresponding to these simulations (Fig. 7a) indicate
that the NWs behaved elastically until the occurrence of
discrete yielding steps resulting from sharp drops in contact
force. Geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) were
found to expand under the spherical tip with the increase
in contact area; however, their role on the mechanical
response was considered to be inconsequential because they
occurred prior to the first yielding step in Fig. 7a. The rel-
evant yielding mechanism in [111]-oriented Ni NWs was
found to correspond to the emission of prismatic disloca-
tion loops in the contact zone, followed by their escape
from the crystal on the opposing surface at the bottom of
the NW (Fig. 6a, d and Movie S1). Each of these single-slip
events led to a marked decrease in mean contact pressure,
as shown in Fig. 7b. By way of contrast, the plastic defor-
mation of Au NWs was found to differ from the interaction
mechanism between newly emitted loops and the free sur-
face predicted in Ni NWs. In this case, incipient plasticity
resulted from the growth of GNDs into spiral dislocations,
which were quickly absorbed by the surface close to the tip
after one or two rotations (Fig. 6d and f). This yielding
process did not produce any plastic deformation at the bot-
tom of the Au NWs, as opposed to that predicted in Ni
NWs (Fig. 6h and g, respectively).

In addition, the simulated nanoindentation of [001]-ori-
ented NWs showed a change in elastic response at shallow
contact depths, but proved to exhibit no significant differ-
ence in plastic deformation mechanisms and the yielding
contact pressure required to emit the first dislocations



Fig. 3. Representative nanoindentation response of Ni and Au segments in bimetallic NWs. AFM images and line profiles obtained before and after
indentation in (a)–(c) Au NW segment and (d)–(f) Ni segment. (g) Force–displacement curves for the indents shown in (b) and (e).
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(Fig. 7c). Furthermore, testing the effect of loading direc-
tion with different NW tilt angles, which is relevant to
the interpretation of AFM nanoindentation experiments,
allowed us to conclude that the NW rotation also had little
influence on the yielding contact pressure and deformation
mechanisms in [111]-oriented Au NWs and Ni NWs,
except for the Ni NW with a 30� tilt angle resulting in a
higher yield point (Fig. 7d). It is worth noting, however,
that for the Ni NW with 30� rotation, newly emitted dislo-
cation loops were blocked by the fixed boundary in the
lower part of the NW, and found to remain in the crystal;
thereby increasing in yield contact pressure. Similarly, sev-
eral dislocation arms were predicted to be pinned at the
bottom boundary in Au NWs after large plastic deforma-
tion, suggesting the possible accumulation of crystal
defects in AFM experiments on heavily deformed Au
NWs. Furthermore, Fig. 4a shows good hardness agree-
ment between the predictions from atomistic simulations
and the experimental measurements from AFM nanoin-
dentation. This result is surprising considering that the
strain rates are different by several order of magnitudes,
but not uncommon because this phenomenon has also been
observed previously by Sansoz and Stevenson [77] in the
AFM nanoindentation of nanocrystalline Ni films.
Fig. 4a also shows that the data in Au NW segments were
collected with much larger normalized contact depths in



Fig. 4. Nanoindentation size effects. (a) Hardness vs. normalized contact depth obtained in Ni and Au segments where D is the NW diameter. Nix–Gao
theory from Eq. (3) with h� = D is shown using H0 = 2.97 and 1.09 GPa as fitting parameters in Ni and Au, respectively. An estimate of the initial yield
regime based on the onset of plasticity predicted by MD simulation is indicated by a shaded area. Hardness of Ni and Au NWs normalized by (b) the
product of shear modulus G and magnitude of Burgers vector b, and (c) the SFE as a function of normalized contact depth. In each figure, error bars
include measurement uncertainties for both the contact depth due to pile-ups and the NW diameter.

Fig. 5. Influence of room-temperature aging and oxidation in air on
hardness of Ni NW segments as a function of normalized contact depth.
Aging effects on the nanoindentation response are found to be negligible.
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experiments compared to those from simulations, while
some experimental and simulation data tend to overlap in
Ni NW segments.

4. Discussion

4.1. Data interpretation in nanoindentation of NWs on flat

substrates

Although traditional depth-sensing instrumented inden-
tation on flat substrates is a well-established technique,
AFM nanoindentation of metallic NWs on flat substrates
requires special attention. Because nanoindentation exper-
iments are force controlled, the interpretation of total dis-
placements in NW indentation remains a major challenge.
This is due to the strong non-linearity from the double-
contact deformation at the tip–NW and NW–substrate
interfaces [60], as well as from the lateral elastic expansion
of the NW because of free surfaces [78]. Also, consider-
ations on how the NW is anchored to the substrate are
of critical importance. Past theoretical studies have proved
that free or fixed-end boundary conditions can directly
influence the force–displacement nanoindentation response
[60,79]. Also, the AFM nanoindentation setup used raises a
question about the role of amine–aurophilic interaction at
the NW–substrate interface. The mechanics for this type of
interaction is not fully understood and challenging to
quantify experimentally, but also proves to play a key role
in preventing the NWs from rolling in our AFM nanoin-
dentation experiments. As a result of these above limita-
tions, we were not able to measure the elastic properties
of the NW segments, despite our predictions that the elastic
behavior of the NWs varies with the NW orientation, as
shown in Fig. 7b and c. Nonetheless, two unique features
of AFM nanoindentation were deployed for the character-
ization of incipient plasticity in bimetallic NWs. First, non-
contact high-resolution imaging of surface areas in AFM
nanoindentation provided accurate tip positioning prior
to indentation, along with a rapid account of permanent
deformations after testing. In Fig. 3, qualitative differences
in terms of plastic deformation processes have been
observed between Au NW segments and Ni NW segments.
This agrees well with our atomistic simulations showing in
Fig. 6 that the interaction mechanisms between newly
emitted dislocations and free surfaces are fundamentally
different between Ni NWs and Au NWs during nanoinden-
tation. Second, recent progress in AFM nanoindentation
protocol using diamond probes mounted on AFM cantile-
vers has been shown to reduce the error in force measure-
ment down to 2%, compared to 37% using the standard
protocol [71]. Therefore, the hardness measurement errors



Fig. 6. MD simulations of spherical indentation in [111]-oriented single-crystalline fcc NWs. (a)–(c) Nucleation, propagation and escape of a prismatic
dislocation loop during a single yield event in Ni NWs. (d)–(f) Emission and escape of a single-arm dislocation localized near the tip–NW contact in Au
NWs. Spherical tip in the upper region is not shown. Deformation microstructures obtained with a contact depth of 1.8 nm in (g) Ni NW and (h) Au NW.
Bottom area highlighted by a dashed line in (g) represents the free surface zone where prismatic loops have escaped during nanoindentation.

Fig. 7. Hardness of Ni and Au NWs simulated by MD. (a) Contact force evolution as a function of penetration depth with crystal orientations shown in
inset. Each horizontal arrow indicates a single yield event. Effects of SFE on mean contact pressure in (b) [111]-oriented NWs and (c) [001]-oriented NWs.
(d) Change in contact pressure at initial yield point as a function of NW tilt angle with respect to the ½1 1 �2� crystallographic direction in [111]-oriented Ni
NWs.
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shown in Fig. 4 are in the determination of the contact
depth hc from digital image analysis of indentation marks
left in the NW surface, which could be as high as 10%
for large contact depths due to the plastic pile-ups, and
the diameter variations if the NW did not perfectly adhere
to the substrate, although this error was found to be to
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<5% in this study, including the variation due to the irreg-
ular pores in the template. Furthermore, if we assume a
random orientation of NWs from drop-casting, the atom-
istic simulation results presented in Fig. 7b and d give con-
fidence that the NW orientation had little effect on the
experimentally determined hardness properties of bimetal-
lic NWs. Rather, we found that the size and SFE of the
materials played a larger role in the nanoindentation
response and plastic behavior of the NWs.
4.2. Nanoindentation size effects

To understand the fundamental role that SFE plays on
the ISE in bimetallic NWs, we compared the hardness data
in Fig. 4a to the classic Nix–Gao relation [64] predicting
the change in microhardness H with the contact depth hc

such that:

H
H 0

� �2

¼ 1þ h�

hc
; ð3Þ

where h� is a characteristic length scale that generally de-
pends on not only the properties of the indented material
but also on the indenter angle, and is typically of the order
of micrometers [80]. H0 is the size-independent hardness
obtained for large depths (hc� h�). A priori, the ISE ob-
served in our AFM experiments should be influenced by
the material properties only since the cube-corner tip geom-
etry was constant. However, an initial fitting of experimen-
tal and atomistic simulation results tended to work poorly
and yielded unreasonable values for H0 and h� compared to
literature values for thin films and coatings in Ni and Au
[81–84]. This was attributed to the fact that the plasticity
of nanoindented NWs is governed by discrete dislocation
bursts rather than a continuous plastic flow, suggesting
that the Nix–Gao relation used could either break down
at small indentation depths [85] or be associated with a
SFE-independent characteristic length scale h�.

We verified the latter hypothesis by assigning the param-
eter h� in the Nix–Gao relation as the diameter of the larg-
est NW, which represents the physical limit for the
extension of the plastic zone. Using this assumption,
Fig. 4a shows an excellent fit between hardness data and
the Nix–Gao relation for both Ni segments and Au seg-
ments when fitting values for H0 are equal to 2.97 and
1.09 GPa, respectively. These H0 values are also signifi-
cantly closer to those reported for nanoindentation of Ni
and Au thin films mentioned above. In summary, this anal-
ysis suggests that ISE observed in bimetallic Ni–Au NWs
are material independent and primarily linked to the NW
diameter.
Table 1
Material properties of Ni and Au metals used in Fig. 4b and c [36].

Metal SFE (mJ m�2) G (GPa) b (nm)

Ni 123.6 76 0.249
Au 41.6 27 0.288
4.3. NW hardness dependence on material properties

Following the analysis of Rester et al. [86], the nanoh-
ardness H0 may be a function of the SFE, the shear mod-
ulus G, the magnitude of the Burgers vector b, and possibly
the initial dislocation density. While having an initial dislo-
cation density was found possible in electrodeposited
metallic NWs [87,88], the densities between the different
metals should be of the same order of magnitude, and thus
should be considered inconsequential in terms of the
mechanical behavior in nanoindentation, as suggested in
the work by Rester. Furthermore, if electrodeposited
metallic NWs have an initial dislocation density, it is statis-
tically unlikely to be high enough to affect more than a few
of our data points, with the exception of occasional bent
Au segments, which were probably plastically deformed.
Also, as a measure of control, we avoided indentations
<1 lm from a bent zone to minimize the potential effects
of dislocation densities.

In order to better understand the effects of material
properties on nanohardness [64], we normalized H by the
product G � b and the SFE as shown in Fig. 4b and c,
respectively. It is worth noting from the material properties
presented in Table 1 that both G and SFE exhibit the same
3-fold increase between Au and Ni metals, while b remains
almost constant. Therefore, Fig. 4b and c allows us to con-
clude that the measured hardness is mostly dependent on
the shear modulus and SFE. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that the normalized H values predicted by the present
atomistic simulations with pristine NWs are somewhat dif-
ferent in Fig. 4b when normalized by G � b. Nevertheless,
the hardness data beyond the initial yielding zone tend to a
better convergence when normalized by the SFE in Fig. 4c.
This observation is consistent with the difference in yielding
mechanisms due to the SFE shown in Fig. 6, suggesting
that the hardness is largely governed by the SFE at high
applied plastic strains.

4.4. Hardness dependence on NW diameter

Fig. 4a points to two possible regimes of diameter-
dependent hardness in bimetallic NWs, as a function of
the normalized contact depth imposed by the tip. First,
an initial yielding regime is predicted by MD simulations
for 2% 6 hc/D 6 5%, a range in which the plastic behavior
of pristine, defect-free Ni NW segments is associated with
the nucleation of dislocation loops and their absorption
on opposite surfaces, as shown in Fig. 6a and c. The range
of contact depths corresponding to this regime is high-
lighted in grey in Fig. 4a for clarity. Interestingly, Fig. 4a
shows that one portion of hardness measurements in Ni
NW segments lies in the initial yielding regime, whereas
the other portion is outside. Prior to the first yielding event,
surface dislocation sources manifest themselves by the pres-
ence of GNDs under the nanoindentation tip. Under these
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conditions, the study of Jennings et al. [89] demonstrated
that the stress required to emit new lattice dislocations
from surface sources is strongly strain rate sensitive, and
leads to a reduced dependence on sample diameter as the
imposed strain rate decreases. A log–log representation of
our hardness vs. diameter data in Fig. 8a for Ni NW seg-
ments deformed with hc/D < 5% supports this theory.
More specifically, fcc metal nanopillars and NWs are
understood to behave with an inverse relationship between
strength and diameter according to a power-law scaling of
the type D�n with n typically varying between 0.4 and 1.0
[90,91]. However, this group of hardness measurements
tends to exhibit a power-law scaling exponent of
n = 0.18, significantly smaller than the values reported
above. In addition, it is worth noting that the statistical
hardness distribution appears to be large, which qualita-
tively agrees with the occurrence of thermally activated
processes and a minimum energy barrier for surface dislo-
cation nucleation.

Second, Fig. 8a also shows that Ni NW segments exhibit
a size dependence with a power-law scaling exponent of
n = 0.80 when only the data falling outside the initial yield-
ing regime, i.e. obtained with hc/D � 5–7%, are considered.
Fig. 8. Power-law scaling of experimental hardness data with diameter in
bimetallic NWs. (a) Ni NW segments with normalized contact depths <5%
(solid symbols) and between 5% and 7% (open symbols). (b) Au NW
segments with normalized contact depths �20%.
This result is in better agreement with the scaling exponents
reported in the literature, and suggests that the plastic
deformation process in this case is associated with collec-
tive dislocation dynamics such as dislocation–dislocation
interactions and dislocation multiplications, rather than
surface dislocation nucleation. Our MD simulations have
shown that this hypothesis is possible in the nanoindenta-
tion of Ni NWs with certain tilt rotations when newly
nucleated dislocations are blocked at the bottom bound-
ary, thereby increasing the probability that immobile
defects are present in the crystal at large contact depths.

Furthermore, Fig. 4a shows that all hardness measure-
ments in Au NW segments appear to fall chiefly outside
the initial yield regime predicted by MD simulations.
Fig. 8b presents a log–log plot of our hardness measure-
ments in Au NW segments with hc/D � 15–20%, showing
a power-law scaling equal to n = 0.82 (we note that
n = 0.80 was also found for other sets in Au segments at
smaller and larger normalized contact depths). This phe-
nomenon could be attributed to the prestraining of several
Au segments that were found to be plastically bent after
synthesis as shown in Fig. 2c, presumably containing
defects. Another possibility suggested by the MD simula-
tion snapshots in Fig. 7 is that the SFE affects the interac-
tion processes between newly nucleated dislocation loops
and free surfaces. For Ni NW segments, it is possible to
assume that the high SFE is responsible for confining the
size of the loops inside the crystal, which promotes slip
localization. In turn, dislocations resulting from localized
slip in fcc metal NWs is more easily absorbed by opposite
surfaces due to image forces [92]. On the contrary, the low
SFE in Au segments allows the dislocation loop to expand
across the NW cross-section, truncating the dislocation
arms, and thereby favoring the interaction with other crys-
tal defects, more consistent with the idea of a collective dis-
location behavior. However, the lack of experimental
measurements in Au NW segments with shallow indenta-
tions at hc/D < 5% precludes drawing a decisive conclusion.
Nevertheless, our experiments yield some additional insight
by suggesting that the SFE has limited influence on the col-
lective dislocation dynamics and corresponding size depen-
dence, similar to the reports on micropillar compression of
a vast range of fcc metals.

5. Conclusion

An experimental approach using AFM nanoindentation
was successfully developed to examine the local plasticity
and size-dependent hardness of bimetallic Ni–Au NWs
with small dimensions attached to chemically functional-
ized flat substrates. Template-assisted electrodeposition
was used to prepare single-crystalline bimetallic NWs with
a growth direction of either [111] or [001]. The structure of
these NMs was found to be stable during long-term aging,
while the presence of oxide did not appear to affect the
hardness of Ni NW segments. The hardness of individual
NW segments was found to be larger in Ni than in Au
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owing to the difference in SFE and shear modulus between
these two metals; however, a major finding predicted by
MD simulations was that the interaction mechanisms
between newly emitted dislocations and free surface were
fundamentally different between Ni and Au single-
crystalline NWs. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that
the ISE observed in bimetallic Ni–Au NWs subjected to
nanoindentation was primarily SFE independent and only
related to the geometrical limit imposed by the NW diam-
eter on the plastic zone. The SFE was found to have limited
influence on the power-law diameter dependence of hard-
ness of Au and Ni NW segments at large plastic deforma-
tion. Remarkably, however, the initial yielding of NW
segments associated with the emission dislocation loops
from surface sources was found to exhibit little-to-no diam-
eter dependence. This combined experimental–atomistic
simulation study therefore provides new insight into the
size effects on surface-mediated plasticity of geometrically
confined fcc metals, which is critically important for under-
standing the mechanical behavior of NW-based functional
devices.
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